
BREATHING CONSCIOUSNESS BREATHING 

     
Snowdrops breathe in snow breathing in meadows breathing in gale 
winds  
 
Breath of jaguars, breath of symbiosis, breath of consideration, breath 
of night 

 

 

Dreams breathe out night, breathe out lucidity, exhale out-of-body 
experience 

 

 

Funneling in polar ice caps, ecstatic dancers, enunciation, analogue 
systems 

 

 

From nostrils and mouths stream the Amazon Rainforest, the Blue 
Ridge Mountains, the Nile, the Mississippi, inhaled are the Tigris, the 
Ganges, the Colorado 

 

 

Release chaos and mystery with breath, release wonder, release the 
unconsciousness as an expanse that envelopes atmosphere 

 

 

Collectively respire, grasshoppers, toads, lizards, iguanas, pumas, 
wolves, mice 

 

 

As a nation holds its breath a nation eases into disbelief 
 

 

Slowly breath is released in dying as the ecosystem stressors build, 
species are relaxing out of existence. Today there are energetic tigers. 
Tomorrow there will be a loss of rhinos a loss of birds a loss of insects 

 

 

CO2 gasses are breathed in by flora, flora expel oxygen in a cycle of 
reciprocity 

 

 

How do you know you are alive, breathing feeling diaphragm and 
lungs expand and contract 

 

 



I can’t breathe is a call to justice  
 

 

I can’t breathe indicates a system of dire inequity and harm 

 

 

There is little air in the vaulted imprisonments, there is little light, 
little comfort 

 

 

Out of breathness, running for one’s life across national boundaries, 
incarcerated in prisons, breathing from inside concrete and metal 
detention centers with no food or water, no rights, time breaths out 

 

 

We breathe in shattered bodies, objects, objectives, we breathe 
remains 

 

 

The oceans are losing oxygen, marine life is suffocating 

 

 

Forests breath oxygenation breathing out to faunal community 

 

 

Redwoods breathe in metamorphic rock from millennia dreams 

 

 

When a baby racoon breathes, she breathes breezes from breaths of 
the cicadas 

 

 

The sand of the Gobi Desert exhales mineral breathe in airstream of 
circulation 

 

 

Your exhalation is historically located in the social fabric as tissue and 
cellular matter 

 

 

Through a lung of ice, the tundra exudes leeward winds  
 

 

From inside a sub oceanic cave the Milky Way inhales the Dog Star 
and Andromeda 



 

 

A geyser produces the air for mushrooms clouds 

 

 

Breathe refuses isolation 

 

 

Breathe is commingled 

 

 

Entire being is generative of breath 

 

 

Breath is generative of entire being 
  



OBSERVATIONS OF WIND 

 

 

Arrows point to an accretionary prism 

Gasses rise and converge 

Units of concentration inch up 

Tropospheric surges wend through magmic activity 

Earth’s mantle holds in turbulence 

Over the crust a flow of air belts cylindricity 

A fact within a series of suppositions 

A plunging neckline looks ravishing on you 

Little caches of posed desire 

Arrest the atmosphere 

The cat in the bag and chickens plunging  
To the ground via nostril flare 

A phase of the earth upended 

A heartbeat winnowing through emotion 

Allegiance and profit 
A cloud of finite motors 

Clouds implode with still lives  
Carafes of wine and cornucopias 

Punctilious, erstwhile arms become  
Attenuated fruiting bodies 

Fervent, meshed collateral 
Uncut sapphires roiling in mud 

Rock hard skin device 

Within a scale of zero emissions 

Seeking tenability 

Sequential data blooms conceptual awakenings 

And utopia is a macroscopic hope 

NASA’s VISIBLE EARTH 

Lace a threshold with anticipation 

Velocity wills interplay 

We spread our legs to see 

Divisibly through the clouds 

 
  




